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Using this Guide
This guide is organized to align with the chapters in The Joy of Genius: The
Next Step Beyond the Big Leap.
The explorations and activities in this guide offer ways of accentuating and
deepening your engagement with the joy of your genius, and are designed to
be done in order as they build upon each other and the activities found within
The Joy of Genius: The Next Step Beyond the Big Leap.
While you don’t have to complete the entire book prior to engaging with this
guide, be sure to have read each chapter and done each of its hands-on
activities before you begin the corresponding section in this guide.

Discussion Topics
Discussion topics are offered to support you and your group in initiating and
creating a conversation around your experiences with The Joy of Genius: The
Next Step Beyond the Big Leap. The length of time in which your group holds a
discussion is up to you and your group members, but expected times are listed
within this guide.

Hands-On Activities
The hands-on activities included in this guide complement the book’s handson activities. Have your group bring with them their folders, papers, and
writing utensils they used while going through the book as they will be using
some of those items in this guide. Your group members may also have insights
or ah-ha’s they want to write down as they go through the activities.
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Chapter 1: The Essential First Step
Discussion Topics
•

What did you notice in your body as you wrote out your commitment
statement for ending your negative thinking and liberating your true
creativity?

•

What do you want to create?

Hands-on Activities
Expected time required:
Activity 1: 25-30 minutes (includes 5-10 min of discussion)
Activity 2: 5-6 minutes + discussion time of your choosing
Bonus Activity: 25 minutes

Activity 1: Heartfelt Committing
Supplies
•

Everyone will need something to write on and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Tell everyone: Write out your commitment to ending negative thinking
and liberating your true creativity. It goes like this: “I, _____________,
commit to ending my negative thinking and liberating my true creativity.”
2. Have your group members get into pairs and bring their commitment
statement with them. Once paired, proceed to step 3.
3. Ask the pairings to decide who is Person A and who is Person B.
4. Set a timer for 2 minutes.
5. Give instructions for the activity:
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a. Person A: Once I say “start,” you will begin saying your
commitment statement out loud, noticing what happens with your
breath.
b. Person A: you will repeat your statement emphasizing different
words and using a variety of inflections and tones.
c. Person B: you will observe Person A and, when you a notice
change in Person A’s breathing, invite them to return to easy
breathing as they continue to say their commitment statement.
d. After 2 minutes you’ll hear [a bell] and we’ll switch. Please hold
your discussion about the exercise until we return to the group.
6. Tell the group to begin and start your timer.
7. After 2 minutes [ring a bell] and have them switch. Say something like:
Now Person B will be saying their statement in various ways while Person
A observes Person B’s breathing and invites them to return to easy
breathing when they notice Person B’s breathing isn’t easy and flowing.
8. Start your timer again.

Group Discussion
After both partners have explored invite the group to reassemble for a 5-10
minute discussion about what they noticed. Here are some questions you can
try out if the discussion doesn’t start on its own:
•

Did anyone notice their breath dropping out or that they were holding
their breath?

•

When did that happen? Was it during the in breath or out breath?

•

What sensations were you feeling? Describe those.

•

What emotions were arising within you?

•

Did you feel more aliveness the more you said your statement?
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Activity 2: Embodying Re-commitment
Supplies
•

Everyone will need something to write on and something to write with.

Instructions
Nothing negative has to happen for us to recommit to a commitment or goal.
Taking action toward a goal is a form of embodying our commitment. In
essence, we become a living re-commitment.
1. Set a timer for 3 minutes.
2. Tell the group:
a. In this activity you’ll be writing out your commitment to ending
negative thinking and liberating your true creativity as a recommitment. Write it out a number of times.
b. Each time, as you write your re-commitment, notice what arises in
your body. Notice what happens with your breathing. What
emotions do you feel? Where does this live in your body?
c. As a reminder, here’s what you’ll be writing: I, _____________, recommit to ending my negative thinking and liberating my true
creativity.
3. Tell the group to begin and start your timer.

Group Discussion
Once the timer is done, invite the group to discuss what they noticed.
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Bonus Activity: The Yes Breath
Supplies
•

A computer with audio/speakers and an internet connection.

Instructions
This breathing technique supports you being fully present and feeling in flow.
1. Have the group watch Gay’s Breathing Box video
(10mins): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tf9fCWYbOU0
2. Then spend 5 min practicing the techniques in the video.
3. Take a short break.
4. Practice for another 5mins.

Group Discussion
Invite the group discuss what they noticed while practicing the Yes Breath.
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Chapter 2: Mastering the Genius Move
Discussion Topics
•

Describe your experience of playing with the Genius Move. What did
you learn?

•

Describe your experiences of letting go.

Hands-on Activities
Expected time required:
Activity Part 1: 15-20 minutes
Activity Part 2: 15-18 minutes + discussion time of your choosing

Activity Part 1: I have no control over ________.
Supplies
•

Their “Perform the Genius Move When I Think About These Things”
sheet of paper.

•

A red writing utensil (pencil, pen, marker, etc.).

Instructions
1. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
2. Tell the group to get out their paper and red writing utensil.
3. Tell the group: Over the next few minutes write as many things as you
can think of that you have no control over yet try to control.
4. Tell the group to begin and start your timer.
5. After time is up, have the group bring their supplies with them and get
into pairs.
6. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
7. Once in pairs, tell the group:
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a. Now you are going to alternate between the two of you, each
saying out loud items you have no control over yet try to control.
You can choose to say the same item over and over, or you can go
through your list.
b. Use this sentence construct for your items: I have no control over

_____________. Here’s an example: if one of my items is “If it’s a
sunny out” I’d say, “I have no control over whether it’s sunny out.”
c. While your partner is the one speaking notice if their breathing
drops out, and invite easy breathing for them with a statement like
“let’s breathe easy and say that one again.”
d. Remember to take turns so each of you has a chance to share. You
can also give them notice at the halfway point to switch if they
haven’t.
8. Tell the group to begin and start your timer.
9. After time is up, have everyone take a short break (1-2 minutes) to move
their body (walk around the room at a comfortable pace, shake, wiggle,
etc.) before starting Part 2 of this activity.

Activity Part 2: Letting Go Then Giving Attention to What
You Can Control
Supplies
•

Their lists of things they cannot control.

Instructions
1. Now, have the same pairs get together again and bring their supplies
with them.
2. Tell everyone to look over their “I cannot control” list and to choose the
top two or three items that have the most charge for them.
3. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
4. Ask the pairs to select a Person A and a Person B.
5. Give instructions for Person A (consider giving a demonstration):
© 2018 Gay Hendricks | www.hendricks.com
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a. Person A, you will be exploring.
b. Choose one of your top items from your list of things you cannot
control.
c. First, you will imagine the item in your hand and grasp it firmly.
d. Then, as you say “I consciously let go of trying to control [your
item]” open your hand and let the item go.
e. You might try this with each hand.
f. Keep repeating the process with one item until you feel space in
your body, a rush of aliveness and flow.
g. When you do feel a shift in your body, begin to wonder out loud,
“Hmmmm…. I wonder what positive action I can do right away?”
h. Once you have an action item, make a note of the item and write
down your action step.
i. If you have more time, start this process over with another item
you cannot control. And, if a new item comes to mind while doing
this exercise, go ahead and use that or write it down for later
exploration!
j. And remember, if at any time your breathing stops, just take note
and return to easy, full breathing.
6. Give instructions for Person B:
a. Person B, you will be supporting, noticing, and inviting breath.
b. First, create a supportive space by presencing yourself and finding
your own easy breathing. During your partner’s entire exploration
do your best to demonstrate easy breathing.
c. Your job here is to be an active listener, fully available to your
partner, paying attention to your partner’s breathing and body,
and generating curiosity in yourself about what’s going on for your
partner.
d. When you notice their breath drop out or pause, gently invite
them to breathe with something like “remember to breathe” or “I
noticed your breath dropped out, can you bring that back in?”
7. Tell the group to begin and start your timer.
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8. When the timer ends invite the group to switch roles and start your timer
for 5 minutes again.
9. After both Partner A and B have had a chance to go, invite the group
take a minute or two to fully enjoy their experience.

Group Discussion
Have the group reassemble and ask them what they noticed and what worked
best for them for letting go.
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Chapter 3: Fear-Based Negative Thinking
Discussion Topics
•

What was your experience like as you were writing “I commit to
speaking honestly and listening mindfully”?

•

What is your experience of loving your negative thoughts, just as they
are, like? How does that feel in your body?

Hands-on Activities
Expected time required:
Activity 1: 18-22 minutes + discussion time of your choosing
Activity 2: 20-22 minutes + discussion time of your choosing
Bonus Activity: 5-10 minutes + discussion time of your choosing

Activity 1: Learning Fear Melters™; Transforming from
Being in Fear to Being Here
Supplies
•

A computer with audio/speakers and an internet connection.

•

Copies of the enclosed Fear Melters™ handout for your group.

Instructions
This activity is about supporting you being fully present with your emotions.
1. Watch Katie’s Fear Melters™ video (6 minutes):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGS2byt4kZ8
2. Then watch Rebecca Folsom’s Fear Melters™ Demonstrations (5
minutes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZUnfPLHpg0
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3. For 1 minute have the group practice going from Freeze to
wiggling/shaking.
4. For 1 minute have the group practice going from Flee to sumo stance.
5. For 1 minute have the group practice going from Fight to oozing
movements.
6. For 1 minute have the group practice going from Faint to doing love
scoops.
7. Now, have the group play with combining the Fear Melters™ for 1-2
minutes. Invite folks from the group who want to create a combo and
demonstrate it to the group to do so while the rest of the group tries it
on for themselves.

Activity 2: Completing Incompletions
Supplies
•

Everyone will need a piece of paper and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
2. First tell the group: While doing this next activity, anytime you feel
scared do some Fear Melters™.
3. Next, tell everyone: Make a list of all the things you can think of that are
incomplete in your life. It doesn’t matter how big or how small the item is,
just write it down. Here are some examples:
a. Conversations with people you’ve been putting off.
b. Mail you haven’t gone through.
c. Paying a bill.
d. Calling that friend you love and letting them know you love them.
4. Tell the group to begin and start the timer.
5. When the timer ends tell everyone: Now you’ll be going through your list
and writing next to each incompletion what action step you are going to
take to either gain completion or to begin completing that item.
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6. Tell the group to begin and start the timer for another 5 minutes.
7. When the timer ends, set another timer for 5 minutes and tell everyone
to: write a “by when” for each action step. This is “by when” you will do
that action. Set the timer for another 5 minutes.

Group Discussion
After time’s up have the group reassemble and discuss what they noticed.

Bonus Activity: Essence Pace
Supplies
•

Your body and space to walk around.

Instructions
This activity is about finding your natural pace, in which you feel in-flow, easy,
and abundant.
1. Have the group tune into their breathing and do a minute or so of easy
breathing.
2. Then, for about 1-2 minutes invite them to walk around at a pace in
which they are still breathing easy.
3. Then, for 1-2 minutes, invite them to—in a friendly way—start speeding up
and slowing down, noticing when their breathing changes (speeds up,
stops) and when space appears to be opening and closing.
4. Next, for about 2 minutes, invite them to continue changing their speed
until they find a walking speed or speeds at which they are moving
about the room with ease, breathing easily, feeling fully present, and
noticing that the room feels more spacious to them. That’s their essence
pace.
5. Have the group come to a rest and discuss what they noticed.
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Chapter 4: How to Woo Your True Creativity
Discussion Topics
•

What did you discover as you explored wondering?

•

What were your top three wonder questions?

•

What did you discover as you explored cultivating relationships that
support your creativity?

Hands-On Activities
Expected time required:
Activity 1: 12-15 minutes + discussion time of your choosing
Activity 2: 12-15 minutes + discussion time of your choosing
Activity 3: 8-10 minutes + discussion time of your choosing

Activity 1: Tuning in to Your Creativity
Supplies
•

A piece of paper and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Tell the group: In this activity you’ll be exploring what it’s like to be in
your creative flow. Write down your answers to the following questions.
2. Now, read these questions to the group, allowing about a minute for
them to answer each.
a. What does it feel like to be in your creative flow? For some people,
they lose track of time or time seems to expand. Others feel
spaciousness in their body and a sense of joy and ease.
b. How does it feel in your body to be in your creative flow?
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c. While you’re in your creative flow, how do you experience your
energy and aliveness? What is your mental state like?
d. How do others experience you while you’re in your creative flow?
What kind of feedback do you receive from being in your creative
flow?
3. Next, invite the group to share and talk about what they discovered.
Also invite the group to write down any insights or ideas that arise for
them during the discussion.
4. Next, set a timer for 5 minutes.
5. Tell the group: Now you’ll be exploring and writing down ways that you
get into your creative flow, or ways that support you being in your
creative flow. For some people meditation sets the stage for creativity to
flow, for others it’s moving, and for others it’s something else. What are
the ways you reliably invite your own flow of creativity?
6. Tell the group to begin and start the timer.

Group Discussion
Once the timer is done invite the group to share their discoveries. Invite the
group to write down for themselves any insights or ideas that arise for them
during the discussion.

Activity 2: Taking Responsibility for what’s Blocking
Creative Flow
Supplies
•

A piece of paper and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Tell the group: In this activity you’ll be exploring what’s blocking your
creative flow.
2. Tell the group to get into pairs.
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3. Then tell them to choose who will be Person A and Person B.
4. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
5. Tell them:
a. Person B, you will be interviewing Person A and supporting their
exploration. If at any time you notice either of you not breathing,
invite easy breathing and Fear Melters™.
b. First you are going to ask Person A to complete this sentence: I
would express my creativity fully if __________________
c. After they complete it say something like “I hear that you don’t
have time to spend creating. What’s underneath that?”
d. Keep asking “...and under that?” until your partner lands firmly on
what’s underneath their stories. When they do, invite them to feel
all their feelings, breathing, moving, and loving their full
experience including any judgments or stories they might have
about what they are experiencing.
e. If your partner is getting stuck try one of these invitations:
o Tell me more.
o What interests you most about that?
o Then what happened?
6. Next tell Person A:
a. Person A, your job is to breathe, answer the questions, and when
you notice yourself feeling scared or stuck to do Fear Melters™
and generate a whole body “hmmmm.”
7. Tell the group to begin and start the timer.
8. After the timer is done, set another timer and have the partner’s switch
roles. Read the instructions again if needed.
9. Tell the group to begin and start the timer.

Group Discussion
When the timer is done, invite the group to write down any ah-ha’s or insights
and to share their discoveries.
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Activity 3: Discovering Actions that Support Your Creative
Flow
Supplies
•

A piece of paper and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Set a timer for 5 minutes
2. Tell the group: In this activity you will be exploring physical, tangible
actions you can take that embody you wooing and expressing your true
creativity. Like Gay and Katie going to the Met in New York and
appreciating art, how and when do you or could you woo your creativity
by appreciating and visiting it every chance you get?
3. Here are some more questions to get you started:
a. Making time for expressing your true creativity. Can you make a
date to show up with your creativity each day, even for just 15
minutes? If you’re already doing 15 minutes, what amount of time
could you increase that to? When we cherish a relationship, we
make time each day to connect with the person. What can you do
on a daily basis to connect with your creativity?
b. What are some ways you can appreciate your creativity?
c. What can you do that supports your creative flow? This could be to
dance, move, meditate, brainstorm ideas with a friend, play with a
pet, or something else.
4. Tell the group to write down whatever comes to mind for them.
5. Tell the group to begin then start the timer.
6. Tell the group: Now, take a moment to choose one action you can take
and commit to doing it every day for the next week. Once that week is
up, see if you can do them for even longer. Once you’ve integrated that
action you add more, but just start with one and see what happens.
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Group Discussion
Invite the group to share about their experiences doing this activity and what
they plan to do. Invite anyone who wants to stand up to do so and to say their
action step out loud for the group to witness.
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Chapter 5: Three Boxes and a Spiral: A New
Way to Organize Your Genius Life
Discussion Topics:
•

What did you choose for your commitment to spending time in your
zone of genius?

•

What genius markers did you choose to serve as measurables for
spending time in your zone of genius?

•

What did you choose for your five Deathbed Markers?

Hands-on Activity
Expected time required:
Activity: 24-26 minutes + discussion time of your choosing

Activity: Identifying and Getting In Touch With Your
Genius
Supplies
•

A piece of paper and something to write with.

Instructions
1. Set a timer for 10 minutes.
2. Tell the group: In this activity you’ll be exploring your genius. You’ll be
answering the following questions, writing down your answers (you’ll
need them in the next part of the activity):
a. What is my unique ability?
b. What do I most love to do?
c. What produces the highest ratio of abundance per time spent?
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d. What work do I do that doesn't seem like work?
3. Tell the group to begin then start the timer.
4. When the timer ends have the group pair up, bringing their answers
with them and something to write with so they can take notes.
5. Have each pair decide who will be Person A and who will be Person B.
6. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
7. Tell the group: Person A will be the first explorer and Person B will be the
first co-explorer. Person A will read their answers to the questions we just
answered and Person B will support their further exploration by asking
these questions:
a. Do any of these actually belong in the Zone of Excellence or
Competence boxes?
b. What’s the common theme weaving through your answers?
c. Which of these are your actual genius and which of them are ways
you express your genius?
8. Tell the group to begin then start the timer.
9. After the timer is done, set another 5 minute timer, and invite the group
to switch roles.
10. Tell the group to begin then start the timer.

Group Discussion
After the timer is done have the group write down any ah-ha’s and discuss
what they discovered.
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Fear and Fear Melters™
Conflict is run by fear. The fear is in response to a perceived or actual threat. There are four ways that fear
shows itself: fight, flight, freeze, or faint. All of these are accompanied by shorter and shallower breath. Many
people do those in combination or rapid succession. We cannot be talked out of fear. Fear is a physiological
response and can only be melted with breath, movement and love. There are specific movements that can
be applied as an antidote to each type of fear.
FIGHT: chin comes up and out; weight is
forward; a person's arms get tight, hands
may form into fists; action speeds up, talking
is faster, louder, shriller. This type of fear may
feel and look like anger.

OOZE: let yourself spread out into time;
begin to move slowly as if you are thick
syrup or warm chocolate oozing off a spoon.
Move your shoulders, and hips and even
your jaw; slow your words down, moderate
your tone.

FLIGHT (FLEE): part or all of you leaves the
vicinity; the first movement may be one
shoulder coming back, or a person's weight
moving backwards; this can be
accompanied by feet beginning to move
and a nervous laugh. A person may flee the
situation mentally without even moving.
People may use consumption of drugs,
alcohol, or food to flee. Eyes glazing over
may be a mental flee.

SUMO: widen your stance, ground your feet
firmly into the floor, bend your knees, and
put your hands on your knees as if you are a
sumo wrestler. Be a mountain; feel your
weight, push down with your feet. Engage
the other person with your eyes. In your
mind, say “I am here, I am present.”

FREEZE: a person's body becomes tight and
stiff, may be accompanied by a nervous
smile. A startle response is a freeze move.
Thoughts begin to recycle like a hamster
wheel. The person may be replaying the last
thing that they heard and trying on different
responses in their mind, but are not usually
talking.

WIGGLE: begin to wiggle your fingers and
toes, eventually wiggle your hips and
shoulders; to un-freeze you will eventually
need to wiggle your core.

FAINT: thinking becomes foggy, confused,
person feels drained, sleepy; may even faint
or fall asleep. Jaw may hang open. Often
people feel or act "stupid". Imagine energy is
draining out of the soles of the feet, there's
no anchor, "feel adrift".

LOVE SCOOPS: reach out into the air in front
of you as if you are gathering energy and
love towards you. Bring your hands towards
you, touch your chest or belly, wherever love
is needed. Focus on accessing your
resources.

Add breath to any of the above moves by focusing on lengthening your exhalation.
Add love to any of the above moves by thinking of something you know you love.
Let yourself feel love and then surround yourself with that love.
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